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totoxicity of antitumor agents such as bleomycin is limited by the rate at which the drug enters the cell. It has
been demonstrated that uptake of various drugs by the
tumor cells can be increased markedly by ECT (19-22).
Electropermeabilization of the tumor cell membranes by
a local application of short, intense electric pulses, enables cell drug uptake, thus potentiating cytostatic effect
and reducing the dose of drug required and thereby minimizes undesired side effects. Moreover, ECT followed
by injection of a low dose of interleukin-2 (IL-2) or 11-2
secreting cells has shown better results than ECT alone
(21, 22). There appears to be a systemic effect and a
strong indication that an immune response may be elicited by this method of treatment. Results suggest that
ECT combined with such cellular immunotherapy might
be a useful approach for the treatment of metastasing
cancers (23). However, the efficiency of electrochemotherapy is highly dependent on the magnitude and spatial distribution of electric currents flowing through the
tumor and its surrounding tissue.
Due to inhomogeneous nature of tissues conductivity,
direct measurements of spatial distribution of electric
currents are highly desirable. Current density imaging
(Cm) with MRI provides a tool to examine them (24).
cm is a relatively new MRI technique that has been
experimentally demonstrated on phantoms (24) and biological tissues (25-29). Theoretical consideration of sensitivity and resolution on a model system have shown
that by proper optimization of the procedure, similar
signal-to-nois!? ratios (SNR) to those obtained in conventional :MRI can be achieved in biologically relevant experiments (24, 25). In cm, short pulses of electric current
are passed through the sample, causing a transient shift
in the static magnetic field. The two DC pulses are synchronized with the conventional spin warp imaging sequence (24, 25) and applied symmetrically about the -rr
pulse, with the first between the RF -rr/2 and -rr pulses,
and the second between the RF 7T pulse and signal acquisition. The electric pulses have the same magnitude and
duration, but opposite polarity. Since the currents are
pulsed, this produces a phase shift (1)) in the proton
image, proportional to the magnetic field change and the
duration of the pulse. Imaging phase shift in nuclear
precession provides a map of magnetic field change seen
on the real component of the signal (S) as stripes superimposed on the image:

The use of electric current density imaging (COl) to map spa"
tial distribution of electric currents through tumors is pre~
sented. Specifically, a method previously tested on phantoms
was implemented in vivo and in vitro for mapping electric
current pulses of the same order of magnitude (j := 2500 Alm~
as in electrochemotherapy through TOO/SO mammary carcinomas, B-16 melanomas and SA-1 sarcomas. A technically
simplified method of electric· current density imaging is discussed as well. Three geometries of electrodes (flat-flat,
point-point, point-flat) indicate altered electric current distribution for the same tumor. This indicates that the method can
be used for monitoring the effects of electro chemotherapy as
a function of electrode geometry.
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INTRODUCTION

Electrotherapy is a relatively well established and efficient method of tumor treatment (1) in which most commonly one electrode-a needle-is implanted into the
tumor, and the other-a needle or a larger plate-is
placed somewhere far from the tumor (2-5). Some authors propose insertion of both electrodes into the tumor
(2, 6, 7). Electrodes can be also placed on the surface (8)
or besides the tumor to the opposite sides, so that the
tumor is located between them and thus the current
flows through it (9). Literature data suggest possible antitumor mechanisms such as: changing the bioelectric
potential of the tumor (10), deposition of metal ions
(11-13) and electrochemical reactions in the vicinity of
the electrodes, the results of which can be cytotoxic
products leading to the changes of pH values within the
tissues (9, 14-16). Also, electric field pulses used for cell
manipulation can cause irreversible cell damage by free
radical mediated processes such as lipid peroxidation of
the cell membrane andlor lipid degradation or fragmentation that results in cytolysis (17). Most of these effects
depend on electric field intensity.
Recently a novel method of treating cancer by a combination of an electric field with chemotherapeutic
agents was introduced (18). The technique is known as
electrochemotherapy (ECT). ECT is designed to overcome one of the problems of chemotherapy-that is, cy-
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where So indicates conventional magnitude image. Phase
measurements only reflect the component of the induced
field along the direction of the main magnetic field. To
obtain a complete map of current density (CD), the sample should be rotated and images obtained in three orthogonal directions, while two directions are necessary
to calculate current density in a plane. For example,
calculating current density (jz) in the.xy plane requires
404
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that Beurrent_x and Bcurrent-y must be determined from
images in the xy plane in two sample orientations 90°
apart about the z axis. Current density (jz) is calculated
.on a pixel-by-pixel basis using Ampere's law:
jz = 1il-'<>(aB,==,.yfax - aB,=,,,,xiay)
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[2]

From the complex NMR signal, phase image (in the
module of 2 'IT) was obtained for two experiments: first in
which Bcurrent-x field was measured {Bo was parallel to
xaxis of the sample) and second in which Beurrent_y field
was measured (Bo was parallel to yaxis of the sample).
The current density image was ca.lculated as a difference
between gradient in the x ditection of the By phase image
and gradient in the y direction of the Bx phase image.
lu this study we present the use of CD! to map spatial
distribution of electric currents through tumors in vivo and
in vitro. We also emphasize the importance'of the geometry
of the electric field !lues dofiued by electrodes for permeabilizing a whole tissue, i.e., a tumor (30), which can be
studied by CD!. lu the case of some tumors, this method can
be technically simplified by numerical simulation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

IL-,,L.:....V'------ plastic holder

In Vivo Measurements

Experiments on CDI of tumors were conducted on four
T50/80 mammary carcinomas grown subcutaneously on

the flanks of nude immunosuppressed mice. Tumors
were approximately 1 cm in diameter. During the-experiments, mice were maintained undet inhalation anesthesia and were placed in a Perspex tube with a longitudinal
slot, in such a way that the subcutaneously implanted
tumor was positioned outside the tube. One electrode
consisted of short copper strips on either side of the slot,
connected by a larger strip around the tube to make
contact with the base of the tumor. The second electrode
Was a thick gold wire, positioned vertically, to made
contact with the top of the tumor (Fig. la).
In Vitro Measurements

Four SA-l sarcomas grown subcutaneously on the flanks
bfmale A/J mice and two B-16 melanomas grown subcutaneously on the flanks of male CBA mice, with a diameter of 8 mm were extracted and immersed in physiological saline before imaging. Tumors were then placed in a
plastic holder, sealed with electrodes on both sides and
inserted into the magnet with the axis perpendicular to
the direction of the static magnetic field. The electrodes
were connected to a DC voltage amplifier (0.-30.0. V) that
produced pulse$ with variable length, synchronized with
the imaging sequence. To determine the influence of
geometry of the electric field lines defined by electrodes
on electric current density spatial distribution, two different shapes of electrodes were used-a plate and a needle.
CDI images were ,obtained by using either two flat, two
point electrodes or flat and point electrodes (Fig. Ib).
MRI and CDI Measurements

In vivo MRI was performed on 200 MHz Bruker Biospec
system. In vitro MRI was performed on a 100 MHz Bruker

b
FIG. 1. Setup for the COl of tumor (a) in vivo, (b) in vitro.

Biospec system equipped with microimaging gradient
coils and a solenoid RF coil with a diameter of 20 mm. In
both cases imaging conditions were: TR = 2500 ms, TE =
30. ms, FOV = 3 em, slice thickness = 2 mm, MATRIX =
256 X 256, T, = 5 ms and voltage applied U = 160. V. To
reduce thermal tissue damage no signal averaging was
used for in vivo measurements, while in vitro 10 scans
were averaged so that imaging time was 17 min. Two
current pulses (Te) of total duration 5 ms and average
current density 2500 A/m2 were found to be the best
compromise between sensitivity of CDr and tissue damage produGed by the electric pulses. Current was controlled with an oscilloscope and average current density
in central plane (Fig. 1) then computed from sample
geometry, Conventional MRI of the central transverse
slice was followed by MRl in the presence of electric
current. To construct the map of electric current density
spatial distribution U.,J, tumors in all in vitro experiments
were imaged in two perpendicular orientations as re~
quired by theory. For in vivo experiIIlents imaging was
performed only in one sample orientation. CDI maps
were calculated by computer simulation of CDr, which
gave a similar real component of the signal as in the
measured ones.
Numerical Simulations

Images of simulated real signal component oil Figs. 3d
and 3h and corresponding simulated current density images Figs. 3c and 3g were calculated assuming that :MR
signal is constant inside the simulated object and zero
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outside it. Electric field was calculated first from known
electrode geometry, where possibletlistortions of electric
field due to the influence of the sample were not encountered. Fiom Ohm's law. electric current density was calculated in simulated plane of imaging, once sample CODductivity was chosen. Due to cylindrical geometry of th,e
electrodes and the sample conductivity, simulated current density image and magnetic field produced by electric current have also a cylindrical geometry. Magnetic
field has just tangential component (B~) which is proportional to the surface integral over a circle with radius (p)
of an electric current density component (jz) perpendicular to the plane of integration:
27rpB.(P) = "'"fjz(r)27rrdr

[3]

o

With the known magnetic field Eq. [3J a simulated image
of the real signal component in point i: = ( p, <1>, z) can be
calculated by using the following equation
S(p,<I» = SoSin('YToB.(p)cos(<I»)

[4)

where cf> is an angle between the direction of the static
magnetic field and the tangential field produced by the
current and So is signal magnitude, which is taken constant in the region of the simulated sample.
RESULTS

Figures 2a and 2d show conventional in vitro magnitude
MR images through a SA-l sarcoma that was extracted
from male mice before imaging. The necrotic center of
both tumors had either no (Fig. 2a) or low (Fig. 2d) signal
intensity with high signal intensity on the periphery.
Maps of spatial electric current density distribution are

shown in Figs. 2b and 2e. As required for CD!, tumors
were imaged in two spatially perpendicular orientations
and then maps of electric current density were calculated. Figures 2c and 2f show th e measured real component of the signal for both tumors with dark and bright
stripes that are attributed to the presence of electric currents. Only one of two measured spatially perpendicular
orientations is shown.
Figures 3a and 38 show conventional in vivo magnitude MR images through T50/BO mammary carcinomas.
The tumor in Fig. 3e is surrounded by dermal edema.
Computer simulation of current density images, which
gives similar real component of the signal (Figs. 3d, 3h)
as the measured ones (Figs. 3c, 3g) are shown in Figs. 3b
and 3f.
Figure 4a shows a conventional in vitro magnitude MR
image through a B-16 melanoma. CD! images obtained
with two types of electrodes are shown in Figs. 4b and
4c-both were flat in the case of Fig. 4b and one was flat
and the other was a point electrode in the case of Fig. 4c.
DISCUSSION

Data show that CD! can generate maps of spatial distribution of electric currents through tumors. Specifically,
maps of current density through T50/BO mammary carcinomas and SA-l sarcomas show that current density
can be higher in the tumor periphery (Figs. 3a and 3f) or
distributed through the entire volume of the tumor (Figs.
2f and 3b).
Data also show that observation of the real component
of the signal can sometimes simplify the imaging procedure as in Figs. 3a and 3e. where the electric current
distribution was simulated on the basis of the agreement
of the calculated real component of the signal (Figs. 3d
and 3h) with the measured one (Figs. 3c and 3g).

FIG. 2. In vitro COl data from symmetric (upper raw) and nonsymmetric (lower raw) SA-1 sarcoma «a) and (d) represent conventional MAl,
(b) and (e) COl from two orientations, (c) and (1) real component of the signal in x axis).
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FIG. 3. In vivo COl of two T50/80 mammary carcinomas on nude immune suppressed mice, with (a) and (e) showing con-

ventional MRI, (b) and (ij computer
simulated CDI, (c) and (g) measured real
component of the signal, and (d) and (h)
computer simulated real component of the
signal.

CD images are a representation of spatial distribution
of electric currents. According to Ohm's law:
[5]

conductivity (u) through tumor can be obtained as well,
if electric field (E) distribution is known. This is relatively straight forward in the case of two flat electrodes
(Fig. 4b), where electric field has the same magnitude
through the imaging plane, if one assumes that a material
is only a small perturbation in the fields (31). Results of
nonflat electrodes should not be misinterpreted as conductivity distribution images, even though in principal
they call be calculated from known electrode geometry.
The Appendix describes calculations of E for the electrode types we have used. Figure 4 shows experimental
results in the case of melanomas where two flat electrodes produced current throughout the entire tumor
(Fig. 4b) , while one flat and an opposing point electrode

produced stronger electric field in the central region of
ibe tumor (Fig. 4c). These images can be predicted only if
assuming homogeneous conductivity (see Appendix)
and in addition, results are important because actual
current distribution does not depend only on electrode
geometry but, also on their tissue contact, which is hard
to control (32).
A number of reports have described the use of electrochemotherapy to markedly increase the uptake of various
drugs by the tumor cells and thereby increasing ibeir
cytotoxcicity. Yet a knowledge of CD spatial distribution
was lacking, Literature data on CDr are limited to theoretical considerations but few illustrations of biological
applications show_ that sufficient sensitivity can be
achieved (25-29). The value of results presented in ibis
paper is in the direct comparison with electrochemotherapy 'data since currents of the same magnitude as
those used in electrochemotherapy were applied (16-22).
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small animals, or to the extremities of large animals or
human subjects in conventional magnets. However,
open-architecture magnets and dedicated orthopedic imaging systems may allow the use of this technique. Tumors are an example when this limitation can be sometimes overcome due to predictable CD distribution (Fig.
3). yet at the expense of accuracy. In addition, just one
component of CD distribution (jz) obtained from two (or
one) spatially perpendicular orientations of the sample,
corresponds· to whole current only in the case where
nonparallel current contributions can be neglected as
fbr two plane electrodes or in a highly elongated electrode geometry. In the situation where nonparallel currents are expected results has to be interpreted with
caution, especially when discussing the correlation
with ECT. Finally, the presence of conducting electrodes within the imaging system may cause artifacts
and/or pose Ii safety hazard in the presence of magnetic
and RF fields. The limiting factor in CD! can also be a
lack of signal in conventional MRI (Fig. 2a). In such
cases the lack of signal in CD image on the same spot in
necrotic center (Fig. zb) cannot be unambiguously interpreted. The low signal on conventional MRI with a
high CD would show on CD! as a bright spot with a
high noise level.
Future studies will focus on the combined use of ECT,
:MRI. and CDI in following the time course of tumor
therapy by using different types of electrodes and in the
study of other tissues.
In conclusion. we have used CDI to map electric current distribution through tumors. The magnitude of currents has the same magnitude as in ECT. Various patterns
of current density distribution were observed. Changing
the geometry of the electrodes has changed electric current distribution and limited electric current effect in the
tumor to its center.

APPENDIX: EFFECT OF ELECTRODE GEOMETRY ON
ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION

C
FIG. 4. Comparison of COl data from 8-16 melanoma using 1latflat (b) and point-flat (c) electrodes «a) represents conventional
MRI, (b) CDI using flat-flat electrodes, and (c) CDI using point-flat

electrodes).

Since CDT enables one to directly follow electric current
distribution, different electrode geometry was used. The
method can be applied to prove the hypothesis that
the effect of electrochemotherapy strongly depends on
the placing and geometry of the electrodes.
The main limitation of the method is the requirement
for imaging in two spatially perpendicular orientations,
wbich may consequently limit the application of CD! to

Various types of electrodes produce different electrical
fields E that differ in their spatial distribution. From
Ohm's law. j = IT Efollows as a consequence that electric
current density j is proportional to electric field E produced by the electrodes. Three different electrode types
were taken under theoretical consideration: flat electrodes, point electrodes, and a pair of point and flat
electrodes. In all three cases a cylindrical symmetry is
preserved-electric current density has a cylindrical
symmetry. Electric field in tbe central plane between the
electrodes was calculated by taking into account the electrode geometry (33):
flat-flat electrodes:
E~Eo

[6)

point-point electrodes:
[7]
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flat-point electrodes:
[8]

In the Eqs. [6-8] a indicates the shortest distance between
the electrodes, 114 the radius in cylindrical symmetry
and Eo electric field in the middle of the plane.
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